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In all questions 1 is the lowest grade and 5 the highest grade

















Q9: Please provide comments supporting your answers of Q1 to Q8 above. Are there any additional comments or 
suggestions would you like to make regarding your role or the expected work ? Anything missing or that could have been 
removed ? 14 risposte

As project manager of the leading partner I have the tasks clear for the finalization of the project

It was very Good meeting

The whole meeting was very well organized, we had time to focus on the most important issues. Many things were 

noticed, we could talk about everything and check what should still be done.

Event was great and the outcome of the project is very promissing for the future.

Nothing is missing

The conversations between the participants regarding their own country, the situation of teachers, students are also 

very useful to better understand the situation of each participant in the Project.

No, everything it was on time!

All was clear!

The meeting had a perfect overview about our responsabilites and final task. Final report draft and financial 

documents where useful for all the partners. The promoter guidelines were clear and well structured



Q10: Suggestions - concerning the finalization of the project, how could you like to contribute? 14 risposte

- No more suggestions from my side

- I will change nothing

- I hope we will be able to continue this project or work together on a project from another area!

- Last meeting should be after summer season

- Everything was perfect

- Further impressions and opinions can also be gathered from the students who participated in 

the Project

- In the final report and in the sustainability of the project!

- In the sustainability of the project!

- Impact and synergies with other project will be prepared in the following months. We expect to 

prepare new deadlines as we know better our strongest skills and the group worked equilibrate 

during the project live. 


